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Enrique Chagoya, Untitled (Shoes), 2004, Charcoal, pastel on paper mounted on canvas, 60” x 60”

First feature in a series of interviews with
Bay Area Latino artists and curators.
Not many people are aware that you where the director of Galeria de La
Raza in the 90’s. Can you talk about your experience and what the San
Francisco art scene was like at that moment in time?
I was the Artistic Director there from 1987 to 1990. It was during the time of the so-called
“multiculturalism”, which I think was mostly a fad in terminology that did not bring any
WMKRM½GERXGLERKIWXSEVXMWXWSJGSPSVSV[SQIRMRXIVQWSJXLIMVEGGIWWXSXLIQEMRWXVIEQ
art world. Even prior to its creation in 1970, the Galeria has been short on presenting solo
exhibitions to women artists. Although, to be fair, the Galeria they did have a couple [women
artists] and most of the shows were thematic and inclusive not only of women, but of nonLatino artists.
When I was invited to take care of the exhibitions program I decided to have the solo shows
dedicated to women artists like Cristina Emanuel, Ester Hernandez, Yolanda Lopez, Graciela
Iturbide, Barbara Carrasco and Juana Alicia (that last two exhibited together in a two person
exhibition). We also continued thematic exhibitions implemented by the previous directors,
Rene Yañez and Ralph Maradiaga, such as Day of the Dead and politically focused exhibitions
like Beyond Prison Walls/Art by Puerto Rican Political Prisioners. In my three years at Galeria de la
Raza, Day of the Dead exploded. We coordinated the exhibition with two other organizations,
the Mission Cultural Center, and La Raza Graphics (long time gone). The Day of the Dead
TVSGIWWMSR SR XL 7XVIIX [IRX JVSQ EFSYX IMKLX LYRHVIH TISTPI MR  XS EFSYX ½ZI
thousand people in 1990 (that was more like a demonstration). I invited artisans from Mexico,
like the papier-mâché artists Miguel and Ricardo Linares and the sugar skull maker whose
name I can’t recall right now. We exported Day of the Dead to other places like New York City
at the New Alternative Museum where I was co-curator with Sal Garcia and the exhibition
QEVOIHXLI½VWXDay of the Dead in that city. In 1990 the Smithsonian invited us to exhibit
Day of the Dead, but that was the year I renounced my job to start teaching at Berkeley and
subsequently, the exhibition never happened.
Also, I was interested in bringing young artists from Mexico and in 1990, with the support
of the Festival 2000 promoted by Rene Yañez, I was able to invite artists Gabriel Orozco
(before he was so famous), Silvia Gruner, and Eugenia Vargas (a Chilean living in Mexico City
at the time). We also exchanged exhibitions with Germany, Russia, and Puerto Rico. I was
also co-curator of a drawing show with Larry Rinder for the Drawing Center in New York.
It was an amazing experience for me. I was getting more and more involved in curatorial
TVSNIGXW9RJSVXYREXIP]MX[EWEPPXEOMRKEPSXSJQ]XMQIQEOMRKMXHMJ½GYPXXSQEOIQ]S[R
work for which I was receiving more and more calls to exhibit. So, when I got an invitation
to teach for a year at the UC Berkeley Art Department I decided to take a chance. I quit
my job at the Galeria, which was pretty stable, and went to teach at the risk of being out of
work within a year. I guess I just gave priority to making my artwork and teaching gave me
more time to make more of it. I still have great memories of the Galeria. I believe the current
HMVIGXSV'EVSPMRE4SRGIHI0ISRLEWHSRIEXIVVM½GNSFOIITMRKMXYTHEXIH[MXLRI[EVXMWXW
and exciting shows.

%VXMWXW XLEX EVI ½VWX KIRIVEXMSR 0EXMR%QIVMGER MQQMKVERXW XS XLMW
GSYRXV] HS RSX [ERX XS FI MHIRXM½IH EW 0EXMRS (S ]SY XLMRO XLIVI MW E
shift in how artists of Latin decent in the U.S. are actively avoiding being
Latino or Chicano and if so, why?
The “multikultis” were gone a long time ago and now everybody seems to be “global.” Identity
issues are more off the front page for many Latino artists. However, there is a very strong
xenophobic wave in this country, which started after 9-11 where suddenly the Southern
border is a threat (even though all the terrorists responsible of the tragedy of September
11 came from the Middle East through Europe, or Canada, via legal immigration) and this is
creating a Latino grass roots movement. I hope this will bring a fresh wave of emerging Latino
artists addressing such discrimination. Most of the time we hear the term “illegal aliens” used
to refer to dark skin undocumented immigrants, mostly Latin Americans and Mexicans. For
QIXLI½VWX±MPPIKEPEPMIRW²[IVIXLI'SRUYMWXEHSVIWERHXLI4MPKVMQWFIGEYWIXLI]EVVMZIH
without passports and broke the law of many Indigenous Nations across the Americas. Most
of them were economic refugees, or were escaping the oppression in Europe. Some were
criminals too. Therefore, they were very similar to contemporary “illegal aliens.” This country
S[IWMXWGVIEXMSRXSMPPIKEPMQQMKVEXMSR;IEVIEPPETEVXSJMXERHWSQIXMQIWQ]EVXVI¾IGXW
my experience of that view. I became an American citizen more than a decade ago and I am
proud of it, but inside I often feel like a citizen of a borderless country. Where humanity is all
from the same country, and borders (geographical and social) are an ideological construct, a
line in our minds. Unfortunately, some borders with invisible lines are very real and it takes
a long time before people cross them to realize that in spite of our many differences we are
the same species.
You mention that your work is based on the idea that History is told by
those who win wars. Has your conceptual practice been affected by our
current government now that Obama is president, we’ve ended the eight
]IEVWSJ+ISVKI&YWLMRXLI;LMXI,SYWIERHLEZIETTEVIRXP]OMPPIH&MR
Laden? If so, how?
The current political reality is just as complex and unresolved as ever. President Obama
TVSQMWIH QSVI XLER [LEX LI LEW FIIR EFPI SV [MPPMRK XS HIPMZIV ERH XLI VYPMRK ½RERGMEP
SPMKEVGL] XLIQEVVMEKISJ½RERGMEPMRHYWXVMEPGETMXEP[MXLKSZIVRQIRX LEWFIIRKIXXMRKE[E]
with everything regarding its role on the recession (or should we say depression) it helped
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to create during the kingdom of the “free” market economy. Everybody is amazed to see that
some of the same people that participated in such a mess are still in positions of power in
½RERGMEPMRWXMXYXMSRW TYFPMGERHTVMZEXI -XMWWGEV]XSWIIWMRGIXLI´WLS[IZIV]XMQIE
bubble bursts it gets bigger, while each time Wall Street is responsible and each time there is a
bail out by the government followed by attacks on government intervention in the economy
F]XLIWEQITVMZEXIWIGXSVXLEXFIRI½XWJVSQMX.YWXVIEHXLIXLISVMIWSJ)GSRSQMWXWPMOI
Nobel Prize winner Paul Krugman, and you’ll see a pretty hopeless situation. Politicians,
right and left, become willing participants in a puppet theatre. All this is raw material for my
work. Nevertheless, sometimes I feel like becoming an abstract artist and to forget about
any conceptual satirical work. But so much raw material would be a waste to let go without
dealing with it. I already did few pieces on the current economy that I showed at Gallery Paule
Anglim and at the Di Rosa Preserve in January and February of this year.
Your work was attacked and destroyed at the Loveland Museum Gallery in
Loveland, Colorado. Can you tell us about that?
That was a very surprising event for me. Artists in general have no control over how people
will react to their work. The book attacked and destroyed was The Misadventures of the
Romantic Cannibals from 2002, and I have been showing it in many places on the West Coast
and on the East Coast, including the Museum of Contemporary Art in Denver, Colorado,
without any negative reaction (the protests started when the same show traveled to the
Loveland Museum in Loveland, Colorado a few months later). The book, which has a multilinear narrative, includes my reaction to the hypocrisy of religious institutions that attack
same sex marriage while hiding the pedophilia within its priests. It also includes my reaction
to the role of the church in the indigenous cultural destruction, and the use of religion
for war (like politicians calling for a “Crusade” before the invasion of Iraq). So the book is
pretty rich in non-verbal narratives. It is not illustrational, but rather an expressive work
that uses collage as pictorial language. However, 2010 was an election year and a local city
councilman in Loveland, who holds ultra conservative views, saw an opportunity to promote
his views by inciting a religious protest outside the Museum. In no time Fox News invited
him to trash my work on Fox News and Friends. Fox News only gave me a chance to respond
online after the broadcast. For the most part the issues of pedophilia, homophobia, and other
topics in the book were ignored. All you heard was that the book was pornographic and
portrayed offensive pictures of Jesus. I explained that there was no Jesus in the work but
rather collaged images of Mexican comic books, religious icons, and pre-Columbian art among
other styles. There was no nudity or sexual acts going on. The work is provocative, but it is
not pornographic and it isn’t an attack on faith. Also, at the City Council meeting in Loveland,
MXHMHRSXQIIXXLIPIKEPHI½RMXMSRSJSFWGIRI[LMGLMWVIUYMVIHMRSVHIVXSVIQSZIMXJVSQE
public space like the Museum. It was my way of expressing the spiritual corruption of religious
institutions that need to accept responsibility [for this corruption]. Fortunately, a Pastor from
Loveland accepted my explanation, and defended my work even against some members of his
congregation who wanted to join the protesters. The name of the Pastor is Jonathan Wiggins
from the Resurrection Fellowship in Loveland. We became friends, and in few days he invited
me to make a “non-corrupted” portrait of Jesus for his church. I told him that even though
I am not religious I would be glad to do it if his congregation accepted it from me. The next
day, a woman truck driver from Montana drove all the way to Loveland and destroyed my
printed book with a crowbar. She was wearing a t-shirt with the words “Jesus is tougher than
nails.” Pastor Wiggins later said to his congregation that if Jesus is tougher than nails nobody
needs to defend him. A few days later he sent me a link to a video of a sermon where he read
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our correspondence to his congregation regarding the painting, and they accepted with a
WXERHMRKSZEXMSR-[EWZIV]QSZIH-NYWX½RMWLIHXLITEMRXMRKERHWIRXMXXSXLI6IWYVVIGXMSR
Fellowship in Loveland and I spoke by phone to Pastor Wiggins and his congregation right
after the unveiling. It was an explosion of joy.They were very happy with the painting and I am
very happy too. There was a whole article about this featured in Art in America online titled,
“The Print and the Pastor”, written by Faye Hirsch while I was working on it a few months
ago. In the Fall, Art in America will include the incident in a larger article regarding the various
attacks on art in recent months, written by Eleanor Heartney. In the end, I made more friends
than enemies. I received great support from everyone at Stanford. The faculty, the students,
the Chair of my department, and the Dean (who advised me on how to deal with hate
mail), the school police (that analyzed such hate mail and contacted police in San Francisco
ERH0SZIPERHEQSRKSXLIVTPEGIWXSGSPPIGXMRJSVQEXMSRERHWYTTSVX ERH½REPP]JVSQXLI
President of the University who sent me a very nice letter regarding the painting I did for the
Resurrection Fellowship.
,EWXLEXMRGMHIRXMR¾YIRGIH]SYVETTVSEGLXSEVXQEOMRK#
-X LEW MR¾YIRGIH Q] E[EVIRIWW SJ XLI GSRXI\X WMRGI - QE] SV QE] RSX FI EFPI XS WLS[
everything I make. I showed the controversial piece The Misadventures of the Romantic Cannibals
EXXLI7ERGLI^%VX'IRXIVMR4EGM½GEERHEXXLI+EPIVMEHIPE6E^EMR7ER*VERGMWGSHYVMRK
my traveling print retrospective just about two months before the attack in Loveland. Also
simultaneously with the show in Loveland I had another copy of the same book in Washington
DC at the Davis+Reyes Gallery (right before the incident with David Wojnarowicz video at
the Smithsonian just two blocks from that gallery), and nobody protested in any of those
places.
Time and place may affect what any artist can show. Like during Hitler’s pre-war years in
Germany, when he organized the exhibition, Degenerate Art, where German expressionist
artists were ridiculed before they were censored and persecuted. Or places like Iran today,
where the government not only censors any art in any private gallery, but they also break into
GSPPIGXSV´WLSQIWERHGSR½WGEXIXLIMVGSPPIGXMSRWFIGEYWIXLI]EVISJJIRWMZIXSXLIXLISGVEG]
of the country. The recent case of Ai Wei Wei being arrested in China for his views on the
misdeeds of the ruling bureaucracy is only the tip of a huge iceberg of censorship on artists
and intellectuals in that country. Not all places in the world, or even in this country, are as
open minded as the Bay Area. We live in a bubble, but I love my bubble and I am not sure I
could live anywhere else.
What are you currently working on?
More codices, more drawings (large and small), more paintings, and on this interview. I am
XLMROMRKEFSYXFIGSQMRKQSVIEFWXVEGX ½KYVEXMZIERHRSR½KYVEXMZIEFWXVEGXMSR ERH-QE]
explore that path.
8LMWMWXLI½VWXMREWIVMIWSJMRXIVZMI[W[MXL&E]%VIE0EXMRSEVXMWXWERHGYVEXSVW
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facing pages of old etchings from a 19th Century book.
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Enrique Chagoya is currently a Professor in the Department of Art and Art History at Stanford
University. His work can be found in many public collections including the Museum of Modern
Art, New York; the Metropolitan Museum, New York; the Whitney Museum of American Art,
New York; the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art; and the Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco among others. He has been the recipient of numerous awards such as NEA Artists
Fellowships, the Tiffany Fellowship and Artadia to mention a few. He is represented by Gallery
Paule Anglim in San Francisco.
Julio César Morales
Julio César Morales is an artist, educator and curator. He teaches at The San Francisco Art
-RWXMXYXI ERH MW EPWS XLI JSYRHIV SJ 5YIIRW 2EMPW%RRI\4VSNIGXW MR 7ER *VERGMWGS ERH MW
currently an adjunct curator at the Yerba Buena Center for the Arts. Julio is also represented
by Frey Norris Gallery in San Francisco.
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